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NanotubesNanotubes and  and NanodevicesNanodevices::

Theory and SimulationTheory and Simulation
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427 - 347 BC, Athens, Greece427 - 347 BC, Athens, Greece
PlatoPlato

In his theory of Forms, Plato rejected the changeable, deceptiveIn his theory of Forms, Plato rejected the changeable, deceptive
world that we are aware of through our sensesworld that we are aware of through our senses
proposing instead his world of proposing instead his world of ideasideas which were constant and true. which were constant and true.
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Ideal NT: Electronic StructureIdeal NT: Electronic Structure

•• Graphene Graphene = a = a monolayer monolayer of of
graphite is the zero-gapgraphite is the zero-gap
semiconductorsemiconductor
•• 6  6 FermiFermi-points-points
•• 2 special directions : Armchair 2 special directions : Armchair
and Zigzag (0and Zigzag (0oo and 30 and 30oo to  to diagdiag.).)

 b=0.14  b=0.14 nmnm
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Ideal NT: Electronic StructureIdeal NT: Electronic Structure
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One-Electron EnergyOne-Electron Energy
•• Scrolling impose Scrolling impose quantization quantization of of
transverse momentum transverse momentum kktt=<=<integerinteger>/>/RR
•• Fermi Fermi-points (K and -K) are within-points (K and -K) are within
  band (A) or within energy gap (Z).  band (A) or within energy gap (Z).
•• Gap (energy scale) depends on 1 Gap (energy scale) depends on 1//RRNTNT..

11//3 of 3 of SWNTsSWNTs
are “metallic”are “metallic”

McEuen www site

KL

Kt

(4π/3a,0)
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Electronic Structure (2)Electronic Structure (2)
•• 2 special directions : Armchair 2 special directions : Armchair
and Zigzag (0and Zigzag (0oo and 30 and 30oo to to diag diag.).)
••  QuantizationQuantization results in  2 x n results in  2 x n
degeneratedegenerate subbands subbands, labeled, labeled
with angular momentum,with angular momentum,
wavevectorwavevector and  and pseudospinpseudospin
••  Gap depends on Gap depends on chiralitychirality;;
•• NT radius defines energy gap. NT radius defines energy gap.
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Electronic Structure (3)Electronic Structure (3)
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•• charge density follows LDOS and charge density follows LDOS and
local chemical potential (or electriclocal chemical potential (or electric
potential because Epotential because EFF==constconst))

•• M-NT DOS= M-NT DOS=constconst

•• As a result a local connection holds between 1D charge and As a result a local connection holds between 1D charge and
1D potential1D potential
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Poisson Equation in 1DPoisson Equation in 1D
•• Electric potential is divided in 2 parts: Electric potential is divided in 2 parts:

•• Integral equation for charge density Integral equation for charge density

 is reduced to 1D by substituting 1D Green function is reduced to 1D by substituting 1D Green function

1D Green function includes the charge and image charges1D Green function includes the charge and image charges
((i.e.i.e. the geometry of the device) the geometry of the device)
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Poisson Equation in 1D (2)Poisson Equation in 1D (2)
 1D Green function of device with a (close) gate has the form: 1D Green function of device with a (close) gate has the form:

Strong screening allows to cut theStrong screening allows to cut the
Coulomb potential which is under-Coulomb potential which is under-
screened in 1D in the opposite casescreened in 1D in the opposite case

AA
BB

CC

In a continuum electrostatics the NTIn a continuum electrostatics the NT
device may be divided in three parts:device may be divided in three parts:
A. screened root,   B. main cantilever,A. screened root,   B. main cantilever,
C. C. underscreenedunderscreened tip tip
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NT ElectrostaticsNT Electrostatics

 which fulfills exactly at a large separation from the contact which fulfills exactly at a large separation from the contact
regionregion

•• Linear connection between electric potential and a charge Linear connection between electric potential and a charge

wherewhere

for a straight NT it gives an analytic solution in a closed formfor a straight NT it gives an analytic solution in a closed form
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Poisson Equation in 1D (3)Poisson Equation in 1D (3)
•• Formal solution in 1D Fourier Transform reads as: Formal solution in 1D Fourier Transform reads as:

•• For our device geometry the Fourier Transform of 1D GF : For our device geometry the Fourier Transform of 1D GF :

 it decays with k. it decays with k.
Therefore, substitution ofTherefore, substitution of

 gives a reasonable accuracy and allows analytical solution. gives a reasonable accuracy and allows analytical solution.
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Poisson Equation in 1D (4)Poisson Equation in 1D (4)

•• Comparison of analytical approximation and exact solution Comparison of analytical approximation and exact solution
of integral equation confirms the use of Continuum Compactof integral equation confirms the use of Continuum Compact
Model for Model for Nanotube Nanotube ElectrostaticsElectrostatics
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••Within our approximations, a NT device (charge density) isWithin our approximations, a NT device (charge density) is
described by andescribed by an atomistic atomistic capacitance which has two terms capacitance which has two terms

•• geometric capacitance geometric capacitance
  (of a metallic cylinder)  (of a metallic cylinder)
            and            and
•• quantum capacitance quantum capacitance

Quantum CapacitanceQuantum Capacitance

•• the quantum capacitance is analogous to QC proposed by the quantum capacitance is analogous to QC proposed by
S.S. Luriy Luriy in 1988 for 2DEG in 1988 for 2DEG
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Solution for Distorted NTSolution for Distorted NT
•• Similarly to a straight NT, the integral  Similarly to a straight NT, the integral eqeq. for charge density. for charge density
reads as:reads as:

•• Write a solution using a perturbation theory: Write a solution using a perturbation theory:

•• Some terms of equation Some terms of equation

can be represented as a capacitance of a metallic cylindercan be represented as a capacitance of a metallic cylinder
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Shroedinger-Poisson vs.
Boltzmann equation

Shroedinger-Poisson vs.
Boltzmann equation

•• Solution of Solution of
selfconsistentselfconsistent
ShroedingerShroedinger--
Poisson equationPoisson equation
coincides withcoincides with
classic chargeclassic charge
owing to highowing to high
DOS of NT shellDOS of NT shell
•• It gives a base It gives a base
for developing afor developing a
Compact DeviceCompact Device
Model for SWNTModel for SWNT
ElectrostaticsElectrostatics
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K.A.K.A.BulashevichBulashevich, S.V.Rotkin, ", S.V.Rotkin, "NanotubeNanotube Devices: Devices:
Microscopic Model," JETP Letters 75 (4), 205 (2002)Microscopic Model," JETP Letters 75 (4), 205 (2002)
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Atomistic view on E/S forceAtomistic view on E/S force

classic forceclassic forceclassic force

•• Analytical Analytical Semiclassical Semiclassical (QM) calculation was compared (QM) calculation was compared
with TBA and BP : correction is small because of high DOSwith TBA and BP : correction is small because of high DOS

•• Tight-binding (1SB) Tight-binding (1SB)
approximation wasapproximation was
used for calculatingused for calculating
the charge distributionthe charge distribution
with external potentialwith external potential
applied to NT deviceapplied to NT device
•• Finite size  effects Finite size  effects
are clearly seen:are clearly seen:
Quantum Beating atQuantum Beating at
the NT endsthe NT ends
•• Besides that QM Besides that QM
results agrees with BPresults agrees with BP
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•• Besides contact phenomena, the transport in NT devices Besides contact phenomena, the transport in NT devices
differs from our experience for semiconductor devices:differs from our experience for semiconductor devices:

•• different electrostatics (1D) results in a strong Coulomb different electrostatics (1D) results in a strong Coulomb
interaction and, hence, in a strong depolarizationinteraction and, hence, in a strong depolarization
•• 1D transport may approach ballistic limit 1D transport may approach ballistic limit

NT Transport DevicesNT Transport Devices
•• The controlling  The controlling transtrans--
port in NT device byport in NT device by
applying gate voltageapplying gate voltage
opens possibilities foropens possibilities for
creating sensors,creating sensors,
nanoelectronic nanoelectronic devices,devices,
NEMS etc.NEMS etc.
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•• Non-equilibrium charge is computed within drift-diffusion Non-equilibrium charge is computed within drift-diffusion
approximationapproximation

NT Transport Devices (2)NT Transport Devices (2)

•• We decompose the charge We decompose the charge
density into even and odddensity into even and odd
componentscomponents
•• and separate built-in charge and separate built-in charge
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•• Equilibrium charge distribution is calculated within the NT Equilibrium charge distribution is calculated within the NT
  Compact  Compact
  Model for  Model for
  Electrostatics  Electrostatics

Equilibrium Charge
Distribution

Equilibrium Charge
Distribution
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•• Comparison of Comparison of
different different approappro--
ximationsximations for 40 for 40
nm nm long SWNT :long SWNT :
- QM result in red- QM result in red
- fully statistical- fully statistical
approach in blueapproach in blue
- Compact Model- Compact Model
in dashed greenin dashed green
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••  LinearizationLinearization allows to obtain Ohm law for small  allows to obtain Ohm law for small VVdd

Linearization ApproximationLinearization Approximation

•• equilibrium charge is proportional equilibrium charge is proportional
to the even part of the potentialto the even part of the potential

•• Solution for non-equilibrium charge density includes current Solution for non-equilibrium charge density includes current

which iswhich is

where thewhere the
resistanceresistance
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Chemical ModificationChemical Modification
•• Quantum-chemical  Quantum-chemical stustu--
dydy of organic molecule at of organic molecule at
SWNT surface showedSWNT surface showed
1) molecule structure/geo-1) molecule structure/geo-
metrymetry has been changed has been changed
2) charge transfer may be2) charge transfer may be
essential as well as theessential as well as the
complex polarizationcomplex polarization

•• Four levels near the  Four levels near the Fermi Fermi energy have different symmetryenergy have different symmetry
and, hence, will create different potential on the SWNTand, hence, will create different potential on the SWNT

HOMOHOMO HOMO-1HOMO-1LUMOLUMO HOMO-2HOMO-2
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From Functionalization to
Local Gate

From Functionalization to
Local Gate

•• A “rider” molecule gently absorbs at the surface and can be A “rider” molecule gently absorbs at the surface and can be
ionized/polarized which locally changes SWNT conductanceionized/polarized which locally changes SWNT conductance

•• As it is shown in subsequent MD As it is shown in subsequent MD
snapshots, the complex flattens outsnapshots, the complex flattens out

•• We continue looking We continue looking
for a complex whichfor a complex which
attaches to SWNT andattaches to SWNT and
bring a charge in abring a charge in a
controllable waycontrollable way
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selfconsistentselfconsistent potential with potential with
image chargeimage charge

depolarization by the SWNT isdepolarization by the SWNT is
given by the Compact Modelgiven by the Compact Model

Local Gating of SWNTLocal Gating of SWNT

•• Local gating is due to electric potential developed in Local gating is due to electric potential developed in
proximity to the charged complex - “rider”-moleculeproximity to the charged complex - “rider”-molecule
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Local Gating of SWNTLocal Gating of SWNT

•• Two simple examples of charged rider-molecules Two simple examples of charged rider-molecules
(candidates for LCG): a single proton and an ammonium ion(candidates for LCG): a single proton and an ammonium ion

HH++  -  +0.4e  -  +0.4e

NHNH44
++ -  +0.9e -  +0.9e

DFT/UFF within ONIOM in DFT/UFF within ONIOM in GaussianGaussian-98-98
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Local Gating of SWNT (2)Local Gating of SWNT (2)
•• Coulomb potential of a Coulomb potential of a
remote impurity dependsremote impurity depends
on the angular position ofon the angular position of
the charge because of thethe charge because of the
substrate screeningsubstrate screening

•• Characteristic length Characteristic length
scale of the screenedscale of the screened
Coulomb potential alongCoulomb potential along
the SWNT is several the SWNT is several nmnm,,
potential decays as zpotential decays as z33
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Local Gating of SWNT (3)Local Gating of SWNT (3)

Transmission coefficientTransmission coefficient
as a function of energy ofas a function of energy of
incoming electron forincoming electron for
different rider angles ondifferent rider angles on
the NT surfacethe NT surface

EF∆
eVd

•• Ballistic current depends Ballistic current depends
only on the difference of theonly on the difference of the
chemical potentials at thechemical potentials at the
right and left sides of theright and left sides of the
device and transmissiondevice and transmission
probability at probability at Fermi Fermi levellevel
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Local Gating of SWNT (4)Local Gating of SWNT (4)

•• Conductance as a function of the chemical potential and Conductance as a function of the chemical potential and
the angular position of the rider on the nanotube surfacethe angular position of the rider on the nanotube surface
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•• NEMS (nanotube electromechanical system)NEMS (nanotube electromechanical system)
operation involves new physics: operation involves new physics: vdW vdW forces, forces, e.g.e.g.

vdW vdW attractionattraction

elastic responseelastic response

electrostatic attractionelectrostatic attraction
•• OFF and ON states ofOFF and ON states of

a simplest actuator area simplest actuator are
controlled by three forces:controlled by three forces:
elastic, electrical and elastic, electrical and vdWvdW

Why move beyond standard
MEMS theory

Why move beyond standard
MEMS theory
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• Geometry of simulation: fixed-fixed DWNT
L=20nm, R=1nm

• Beam theory gives the same shape as MD at
E~1.2 TPa

MD parametrization of
Continuum Elasticity

MD parametrization of
Continuum Elasticity

Marc Marc DequesnesDequesnes, Slava V. Rotkin,, Slava V. Rotkin, Narayan Narayan R. R. Aluru Aluru,,
IntInt.J.Comp.Electronics (2002)..J.Comp.Electronics (2002).
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Theory: MarcTheory: Marc Dequesnes Dequesnes, Slava V. Rotkin,, Slava V. Rotkin, Narayan Narayan R. R. Aluru Aluru, , 
Calculation of pull-in voltages for carbon nanotube-based Calculation of pull-in voltages for carbon nanotube-based nanoelectromechanicalnanoelectromechanical  
switches, switches, NanotechnologyNanotechnology  1313, 120-131, 2002 , 120-131, 2002 

•• System becomes unstable at certain voltage  System becomes unstable at certain voltage 
   which is the pull-in voltage   which is the pull-in voltage

Simulation of NanotweezersSimulation of Nanotweezers

Experimental results: S. Akita Experimental results: S. Akita et. alet. al (2001) (2001)
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DWNT : L=50 DWNT : L=50 nmnm, R=1 , R=1 nmnm, h=4 , h=4 nmnm

•• Van  Van der Waals der Waals forces manifest itself in pull-in of cantileverforces manifest itself in pull-in of cantilever
device because of lower stiffness. The pull-in gap decreases.device because of lower stiffness. The pull-in gap decreases.

NEM Switches: Role of
vdWE in the Optimum Design

NEM Switches: Role of
vdWE in the Optimum Design
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•• In order to be able to predict behavior of various NEMS an In order to be able to predict behavior of various NEMS an
analytical theory has been developedanalytical theory has been developed
•• It works with the minimization of a total energy comprised It works with the minimization of a total energy comprised
of three terms in a simplest caseof three terms in a simplest case

Analytical Theory for
the Pull-In at the Nanoscale

Analytical Theory for
the Pull-In at the Nanoscale

•• electrostatic energy electrostatic energy

•• elasticity elasticity

•• Van  Van der Waalsder Waals forces forces
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Analytical (2): StabilityAnalytical (2): Stability
•• The pull-in phenomenon is an instability of the solution for The pull-in phenomenon is an instability of the solution for
device equation. In terms of total energy the conditions are:device equation. In terms of total energy the conditions are:

 system system
equilibriumequilibrium

instability pointinstability point

•• If  If vdWvdW force and capacitance depend on normal coordinate force and capacitance depend on normal coordinate
in a standard way in a standard way                                                 derivatives are                                              derivatives are
simple functionssimple functions
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Analytical (3): Example of
Planar MEMS

Analytical (3): Example of
Planar MEMS

are given as functions of logarithmic derivatives of theare given as functions of logarithmic derivatives of the
electrostatic potential.electrostatic potential.
As a consistency check, the MEMSAs a consistency check, the MEMS
result is easily reproducedresult is easily reproduced

•• First, neglecting  van  First, neglecting  van derder    WaalsWaals force the pull-in  force the pull-in xxoo and  and VVoo::

planar MEMSplanar MEMS
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Analytical (4): vdW termsAnalytical (4): vdW terms

•• Explicit expressions for the pull-in voltage and gap show Explicit expressions for the pull-in voltage and gap show
that that vdW vdW energy at the pull-in gap has to be comparable withenergy at the pull-in gap has to be comparable with
the elastic energy at the initial separation to be able tothe elastic energy at the initial separation to be able to
observe new effects: this is the case for nanoscale NEMSobserve new effects: this is the case for nanoscale NEMS

•• Including van  Including van derder    WaalsWaals potential potential
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Analytical (5)Analytical (5)

 The results of the analytical theory are The results of the analytical theory are
•• the  the vdW vdW decreases the operation range of the NEMS (bydecreases the operation range of the NEMS (by
increasing the pull-in gap)increasing the pull-in gap)
•• when scaling down the device size, a principal limit of when scaling down the device size, a principal limit of
operation will be reached, which is due to operation will be reached, which is due to VVoo goes to zero goes to zero

•• For practical application, one has to keep only linear terms For practical application, one has to keep only linear terms
in the expressionin the expression
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•• Van  Van der Waals der Waals forces lower an operation range of NEMSforces lower an operation range of NEMS
•• Scaling down of the NEMS is limited by  Scaling down of the NEMS is limited by vdW vdW critical sizecritical size

NEM switches: vdWE sets
a Principal Physical Limit

NEM switches: vdWE sets
a Principal Physical Limit

classical operation range

1 2 3 4
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3

h, h, nmnm

XXoo/h/h
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•• The pull-in voltage does not scale down as a 3/2 power law The pull-in voltage does not scale down as a 3/2 power law
as predicted by classical MEMS theory. Instead, it drops at as predicted by classical MEMS theory. Instead, it drops at hhcc

NEM switches: vdWE sets
a Principal Physical Limit (2)
NEM switches: vdWE sets

a Principal Physical Limit (2)

Vo

hhc
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Nanotube NEMSNanotube NEMS
•• Nanotube based NEMS devices have different electrostatics Nanotube based NEMS devices have different electrostatics
•• It is favorable in terms of the device operation range It is favorable in terms of the device operation range
•• though, the operation voltage is high though, the operation voltage is high
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•• The analytical expressions for the pull-in voltage and gap The analytical expressions for the pull-in voltage and gap
 of a NT device are different from a MEMS result: the device of a NT device are different from a MEMS result: the device
operation range is larger for NT devicesoperation range is larger for NT devices

Quantum Capacitance of
a NT device for NEMS

Quantum Capacitance of
a NT device for NEMS

h, h, nmnmxxoo/h/h
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•• The pull-in voltage is much larger than a classical MEMS The pull-in voltage is much larger than a classical MEMS
result (effect does not disappear for large result (effect does not disappear for large m scale)m scale)

Quantum Capacitance of
a NT device for NEMS (2)
Quantum Capacitance of
a NT device for NEMS (2)
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Quantum Correction for vdWfQuantum Correction for vdWf
Calculation of the van Calculation of the van der Waalsder Waals

interaction in NEMS and otherinteraction in NEMS and other
systems (e.g. biological andsystems (e.g. biological and
artificial Ion Channels)artificial Ion Channels)

Three systems have been computedThree systems have been computed
DWNT, DWNT,    SWNT-on-Me,   2- SWNT-on-Me,   2-SWNTsSWNTs

Slava V. Rotkin,Slava V. Rotkin,
Karl Hess, Karl Hess, IntInt..
Journal of Comp.Journal of Comp.
ElectrElectr. (2002).. (2002).
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•• For Si (and other For Si (and other non-carbonnon-carbon) substrate the) substrate the vdW vdW
interaction may have only interaction may have only delocalised delocalised mode termmode term

•• For pure carbon system (NT on HOPG, MWNT etc)For pure carbon system (NT on HOPG, MWNT etc)
with with incommensurateincommensurate lattices (at certain NT lattices (at certain NT
orientation) the sum of individual atom orientation) the sum of individual atom vdW vdW forcesforces
can decrease almost to zero can decrease almost to zero (A.(A.ZettlZettl, R., R.RuoffRuoff, K.Miura), K.Miura)

•• For Biological Ion Channels, the atomic structureFor Biological Ion Channels, the atomic structure
is so is so complexcomplex that direct summation of  that direct summation of vdWvdW
forces is tedious, instead a dielectric functionforces is tedious, instead a dielectric function
approach is desiredapproach is desired

When vdW Quantum
Correction term is important

When vdW Quantum
Correction term is important
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••  Fluctuation forces arise when the mean ofFluctuation forces arise when the mean of
the interaction =0the interaction =0 i.e. between neutral atomsi.e. between neutral atoms
/J.D.van /J.D.van derder  WaalsWaals, 1873/   , 1873/   or quantum systems inor quantum systems in
the ground state the ground state /F. London, 1930//F. London, 1930/

pp11 pp22

EEV= -pV= -p1 1 E (rE (r11) - p) - p2 2 E (rE (r22))

<p> = 0 <p> = 0 
<p<p22> >  0 0

Fluctuation ForcesFluctuation Forces
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•• Dimensional analysis for 0D (an atom) interacting Dimensional analysis for 0D (an atom) interacting
with e/m vacuum modes - exclusion principle:with e/m vacuum modes - exclusion principle:
volume of metal sphere ~ Rvolume of metal sphere ~ R11

33

pp11
pp22

EEV ~ - V ~ - VVc  c    RR11
33

  RR22
3 3 / L/ L66

Adapted from J.Adapted from J.Feinberg Feinberg et.al., RMP 2001et.al., RMP 2001

•• Attraction follows to the Electrodynamics Attraction follows to the Electrodynamics
•• Repulsion, which is due to  Repulsion, which is due to PauliPauli principle, principle,
is a short-range potential:is a short-range potential:
 any rational fit works  any rational fit works ((12, 18, 100,12, 18, 100, exp exp, even “hard-wall”, even “hard-wall”))

vdW potential: Is it 6-12vdW potential: Is it 6-12
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pp11
pp22

EE

V ~ - V ~ - VVc  c    RR11
33
  RR22

3 3 / L/ L66

VVcc ~  ~ kT kT   - thermal fluctuations- thermal fluctuations
VVcc ~  ~ ckckcc  ~ ~ hchc/L /L - retarded fluctuations- retarded fluctuations
VVcc ~  ~ oo  - quantum fluctuations - quantum fluctuations   vdWvdW forces forces

LLTT~~hchc//kTkT~1~1 mm

cc ~~cc// o o ~L~LCCasimirasimir  > 10nm> 10nm

Fluctuation Forces (2)Fluctuation Forces (2)

Retarded fluctuationsRetarded fluctuations
are less important atare less important at
nanonano-scale distances:-scale distances:

Thermal fluctuations are weak andThermal fluctuations are weak and
develop at micro-scale:develop at micro-scale:
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Van der Waals forces:
what we expect

Van der Waals forces:
what we expect

•• vdW vdW forces, in general, are believed to beforces, in general, are believed to be
–– weakweak   owing to a characteristic length R   owing to a characteristic length R11, R, R2 2 ~~aaBB  << << DD
         so even if characteristic energy          so even if characteristic energy VVcc~IP~E~IP~EBB :  : ((aaBB/D/D))66  <<<< 1 1

–– short rangedshort ranged           if potential ~r            if potential ~r - d- d  then for two solid  then for two solid
          bodies a total energy ~ r           bodies a total energy ~ r - - ((dd--66))  :  d  :  dcc=6=6

–– not specificnot specific to a system to a system              a substance defines              a substance defines
       only characteristic energy       only characteristic energy

–– almost almost one-bodyone-body   allowed 3-site corrections are tiny   allowed 3-site corrections are tiny
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•• In NT systems, on contrary, In NT systems, on contrary, vdWvdW forces are forces are
–– strongstrong        due to device length scale         due to device length scale ~~nmnm  or or ~~AngstromsAngstroms

–– range for device operation is also (sub-) range for device operation is also (sub-) nmnm

–– specificspecific to a system to a system                         characteristic energy ~ characteristic energy ~
            ~ frequency of specific 1D/2D mode            ~ frequency of specific 1D/2D mode

•• 2D specifics owing to shell structure in layered materials2D specifics owing to shell structure in layered materials
•• 1D specifics owing to axial symmetry of considered systems1D specifics owing to axial symmetry of considered systems

–– many-bodymany-body         collective (         collective (delocalizeddelocalized) excitations are) excitations are
 important due to large oscillator strengths important due to large oscillator strengths

Van der Waals forces:
what happens for NTs
Van der Waals forces:
what happens for NTs
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Details of ComputationDetails of Computation
•• vdW vdW energy as a change of the total energy ofenergy as a change of the total energy of

Local Electromagnetic ModesLocal Electromagnetic Modes

where 2D where 2D plasmon plasmon frequencyfrequency
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Details of ComputationDetails of Computation
•• Semiclassical Semiclassical approach for interacting approach for interacting plasmonsplasmons
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Details of ComputationDetails of Computation
•• Interacting Interacting plasmons plasmons change its zero-pointchange its zero-point

oscillation energy:  the oscillation energy:  the Lagrangian Lagrangian of Interactionof Interaction

•• Secular equation for Secular equation for plasmon plasmon frequency for tube-frequency for tube-
to-tube and tube-to-substrate interactionsto-tube and tube-to-substrate interactions
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Details of ComputationDetails of Computation
•• Secular equation for Secular equation for plasmon plasmon frequency for tube-frequency for tube-

to-tube and tube-to-substrate interactionsto-tube and tube-to-substrate interactions
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Tube-Tube interactionTube-Tube interaction
•• Many-body term has a fractional power law for distanceMany-body term has a fractional power law for distance

dependence due to 1D character of plasmonsdependence due to 1D character of plasmons
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Details of ComputationDetails of Computation
•• Starting with the sameStarting with the same Lagrangian Lagrangian of Interaction of Interaction

we can compute almost any axial shell systemwe can compute almost any axial shell system

•• For example, here is secular equation for For example, here is secular equation for plasmonplasmon
frequency for frequency for intershellintershell interactions in DWNT interactions in DWNT
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Details of ComputationDetails of Computation
•• Secular equation for Secular equation for plasmon plasmon frequency forfrequency for

intershellintershell interactions in DWNT interactions in DWNT
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Interaction between wallsInteraction between walls
•• Inter-wall interaction in DWNT decays as ~DInter-wall interaction in DWNT decays as ~D2.62.6
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Inter-wall vdW interaction in
real carbon NT structures

Inter-wall vdW interaction in
real carbon NT structures

•• Formation of peapods Formation of peapods ((CC6060 intercalated  intercalated SWNTsSWNTs))
•• Formation of Formation of DWNTsDWNTs from peapods from peapods

•• D. D. Luzzi Luzzi et. al. (2000)et. al. (2000)
•• S.S. Iijima Iijima et. al. (2000, 2001) et. al. (2000, 2001)
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STS image of SWNT peapodsSTS image of SWNT peapods
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•• NEMS applications of NEMS applications of nanotubes nanotubes are expected toare expected to
follow recent progress in the NT fabricationfollow recent progress in the NT fabrication

•• NT on chip:NT on chip:
  a future technology  a future technology

Toward Modeling of DeviceToward Modeling of Device

A

C

O
B

ExperimentalExperimental
realization:realization:
growth ongrowth on
silicidesilicide islands islands
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ConclusionsConclusions
•• A Compact Continuum Model for simulation ofA Compact Continuum Model for simulation of

Carbon Nanotube Devices has been developed:Carbon Nanotube Devices has been developed:
–– continuum methods have been elaborated and verifiedcontinuum methods have been elaborated and verified

with the use of Quantum and Molecular Mechanicswith the use of Quantum and Molecular Mechanics
–– attractive part of van attractive part of van der Waals der Waals force was computedforce was computed
–– electrostatics of NT based systems is developedelectrostatics of NT based systems is developed
–– electronic structure was simulated at equilibriumelectronic structure was simulated at equilibrium

•• Theory of NT Devices is essentially non-classicalTheory of NT Devices is essentially non-classical
•• Atomistic Atomistic (quantum) effects were studied(quantum) effects were studied
•• Future directions for the simulation:Future directions for the simulation:

–– other Transport Devices: NT-Switch, NT-FET, NT-Diodeother Transport Devices: NT-Switch, NT-FET, NT-Diode
–– higher level of integrationhigher level of integration
–– microscopicsmicroscopics of non-ideal systems of non-ideal systems
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